VIRTUAL FOREIGN LANGUAGE COURSES
The ability to speak a foreign language is a valuable skill that can be used on the job, while traveling, or when
meeting new people. Unfortunately, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the Tallahassee Senior Center is not
offering their usual foreign language classes. However, there are numerous virtual learning resources
available online. YouTube is one great resource for language lessons in Spanish, French, and German.
Whether you are looking to improve your language skills or learn a new language from scratch, there are many
options to choose from.

SPANISH COURSES
Live Lingua

livelingua.com

$16 per hour

Live Lingua is an online platform that features one-on-one virtual classes with native-speaking tutors who
develop personalized curriculum. Students also have access to eBooks and pre-recorded audio files. First
lesson is free.
lengalia.com
Varying price
Lengalia
plans
Lengalia offers 24 self-paced Spanish courses at various levels and in various categories, such as
conversational Spanish or travel-related Spanish. Students also have the opportunity to work with a virtual
instructor. There is a free one-week trial, and then various paid plans.
Varying price
plans
Lingoda offers courses for all levels in small group or private classes. Classes are led by qualified, nativespeaking teachers and are available 24/7. You can start with a one-week free trial, and then there are
various paid plans to choose from.

Lingoda

lingoda.com/en/spanish/

FRENCH COURSES
FrenchPod101

frenchpod101.com

Starting at $8 per
month
FrenchPod101 is a learning platform featuring audio and video lessons. Lessons are based on real French
conversations and new content is released every week to ensure relevancy. Learners can start with a oneweek free trial.

French Today

frenchtoday.com

Free

French Today offers free online lessons that focus on explaining the logic between French and English.
Lessons feature realistic vocabulary and situations. French audiobooks are also available for purchase.

Language Transfer

languagetransfer.org

Free

Language Transfer offers free audio lessons. Lessons are in-depth and focus on grammar, pronunciation,
and equipping students with skills to learn independently.

GERMAN COURSES
DeutschAkademie

deutschakademie.de/online-deutschkurs/english

Free

DeutschAkademie is an online platform that offers over 50,000 grammar and vocabulary exercises for free.
Live online classes are also available for purchase.

GermanPod101

germanpod101.com/

Starting at $4 per
month
GermanPod101 is a great online learning tool that includes short audio and video lessons. Flashcards and
quizzes are also available as a study resource.

Deutsche Welle

dw.com/en/learn-german/german-courses/s-2547

Free

Deutsche Welle offers free online courses for beginners and advanced learners. Users have access to a
placement test to match them to the correct level. Other resources available to learners include videos,
audio clips, podcasts, and worksheets.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE APPS
Duolingo

duolingo.com

Free

Duolingo is an app that features lessons in 36 different languages. Lessons are small, game-like sessions
which allow for fun and easily accessible learning. Duolingo Plus is available for $6.99 per month and
includes progress tracks and offline accessibility.
Busuu

busuu.com

Free

Busuu is an app that includes in-depth and informative lessons in 12 different languages. Lessons are
interactive and include a variety of exercises. A premium subscription is available for $9.99 per month.
Rosetta Stone

rosettastone.com

$7.99 per month
or one-time
payment of $199
Rosetta Stone is often considered the leader in online language learning. Their program includes lessons in
28 languages. Lessons incorporate reading, writing, speaking, and listening. Rosetta Stone also features
personalized learning plans and a TruAccent tool.
Babbel

babbel.com

$6.95 - $12.95 per
month
Babbel provides lessons in 14 languages. Lessons are only 10-15 minutes in length, allowing for quick and
on the go learning. Babbel specializes in teaching words and phrases for practical use on a daily basis.
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